
A CASE ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL NETWORKS

Abstract. The interest in social networks has extended to different disciplines, such as Computer Science. This approach
brings Social Network Analysis.

Physica A, , pp. Transitivity is an outcome of the individual or situational trait of Need for Cognitive Closure.
Lau G. Despite those issues of control the use of social networking as a marketing channel has a great appeal
among marketers as it provides a channel of interactive communication with consumers, especially for
younger ones, combined with high rates of return on investment. The case study of a well-known Greek brand
page in Facebook has been presented to assess users activity and the buildup of social capital. Density refers to
the "connections" between participants. Some authors also suggest that SNA provides a method of easily
analyzing changes in participatory patterns of members over time. Brown, J. The complexity of the interaction
processes and the myriad sources of data make it difficult for SNA to provide an in-depth analysis of CSCL.
In signed social networks, there is the concept of "balanced" and "unbalanced" cycles. It is also shown that the
thickness varies depending on the number of people that have commented on both posts. Notwithstanding the
importance and the use of social networking in marketing only recently networking theory and social
networking analysis SNA are being used to identify and describe the structural relationships developed within
a network. The real importance of the use of social media from companies as part of their marketing mix is the
data supplied from the users of social networking sites. Qualitative method â€” The principles of qualitative
case study research constitute a solid framework for the integration of SNA methods in the study of CSCL
experiences. Penetration of social media is very high and continuously rising in the population, and not only to
young adults showing evidence of a coming to maturity field ELTRUN,  By calculating the SNP of
respondents and by targeting High SNP respondents, the strength and relevance of quantitative marketing
research used to drive viral marketing strategies is enhanced. Opinion leaders can be identified in a social
network by analyzing posts and comments made by users, and their active engagement in the network. The
major analytical tool used during the last decades is Social Network Anlaysis. Security applications[ edit ]
Social network analysis is also used in intelligence, counter-intelligence and law enforcement activities.
Structural cohesion refers to the minimum number of members who, if removed from a group, would
disconnect the group. It measures the extent to which an individual interacts with other individuals in the
network. Network density and the lack of structural holes is often treated as an indicator of the extent to which
individuals identify with those around them the notion of network closure as an important source of social
capital Lewis et al,  There are three kinds of analysis, the post-post analysis, the user-user analysis and the
post-user analysis. The specific problem is: More careful cleanup after merge required Please help improve
this section if you can. These networks are often depicted in a social network diagram, where nodes are
represented as points and ties are represented as lines. Webster C. Specific measures of centrality and density
are calculated, and communities of members are identified using the Clauset-Newman-Moore algorithm.
Structural holes: The absence of ties between two parts of a network. In these networks, the nodes are Social
Actors, and the links are Actions. Opsahl, T. Antoniadis I1, Serdaris P. Figure 1: The users network clusters,
using Clauset-Newman-Moore algorithm Contests and games activities are the most popular types of posts,
since they are really widespread and there is much interaction with the fans. Smith, M.


